This paper presents two new non-classical Lagrange basis functions which are based on the new Jacobi-Müntz functions presented by the authors recently. These basis functions are, in fact, generalizations form of the newly generated Jacobi based functions. With respect to these non-classical Lagrange basis functions, two non-classical interpolants are introduced and their error bounds are proved in detail. The pseudo-spectral differentiation (and integration) matrices have been extracted in two different manners. Some numerical experiments are provided to show the efficiency and capability of these newly generated non-classical Lagrange basis functions.
1. Introduction. The history of fractional calculus goes back to 17th century. In fact, the fractional calculus deals with the calculus of the integrals and derivatives of non-integer (real or complex) orders. So, the fractional calculus can be considered as a generalization of the classical calculus [19, 21, 26] .
Up to now, several definitions of fractional integrals and derivatives such as the Riemann-Liouville, the Caputo, the Grünwald-Letnikov, the Weyl, the Hadamard, the Marchaud, the Riesz, the Erdélyi-Kober and etc have been introduced (see [10, 14, 22] ).
Due to the non-local property of the fractional integrals and derivatives, they have got some good features to formulate various phenomena in science, physics, engineering and etc (see [1, 2, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23] ).
Unfortunately, thanks to the non-local property of these operators, the analytical solutions of the problems containing these operators are usually either impossible or have some essential difficulties and also they have got very complicated forms. This difficulty leads the researchers to develop the numerical methods to get the solutions of the mentioned problems numerically.
Generally, all numerical methods can be categorized into: local, global and mixed local-global methods. The local methods, such as finite difference, finite element and finite volume methods, have the following features [4, 9, 24] :
• They are simple to use and easy to implement especially for the complicated or nonlinear problems. • They are particularly suitable for complex domains and parallel computations. • The convergence rate of these methods is usually slow. The global methods generally include the methods such as: Galerkin, Petrov-Galerkin, Tau, pseudo-spectral and collocation methods which have the following properties:
• They are sometimes simple to use and easy to implement especially for the simple problems.
• They are not generally suitable for complex domains and parallel computations. • The convergence rate of these methods is very fast for the problems with smooth solutions. The global methods divided into: nodal methods, like as pseudo-spectral and collocation methods, and modal methods, such as Galerkin, Petrov-Galerkin and Tau methods. Among these methods, the latter are usually used for the linear and simple problems while the former used for the nonlinear (or complicated) problems. Both the (classical or usual) nodal and modal methods are based on the classical orthogonal polynomials such as: Jacobi, Chebyshev (first and second kinds), Legendre, Gegenbauer, Laguerre, Hermite polynomials [24] . These polynomials can be considered as the solutions of a second order ordinary differential equation in the following form [5, 24] :
under some suitable boundary conditions. As we are aware, in the classical spectral methods, the solutions of the underlaying problem can be expanded in two ways. In the first way, the solution is approximated in terms of the modal basis:
where p k (x) is one of the mentioned orthogonal polynomials/functions and in the second way, for the given set of points {x j } N j=0 , and functions w(x) and g(x), the solution can be expanded in terms of the nodal basis as follows:
are the cardinal basis polynomials/functions (sometimes called non-classical Lagrange basis polynomials/functions) which satisfy the well-known Kronecker Delta property h k (x j ) = δ kj . The theories of the spectral methods clearly show that the convergence rate of the usual (classical) spectral methods is only dependent on the smoothness of the solution. This means that if the underlaying solution is sufficiently smooth on the prescribed domain, then the spectral methods yield spectral accuracy or exponential accuracy [3, 5, 24, 27] . So, it is natural to use them for the problems with smooth solutions. This fact clearly comes from the fact that when the underlaying solution is sufficiently smooth on its domain then the behavior of the solution is like as a polynomial and thus the use of both the nodal and modal basis polynomials to approximate such function leads to the approximation with exponential accuracy. The review of the existing literature indicates that there are four types of the Lagrange basis polynomials/functions on a finite domain [a, b] . For the readers' convenience, we list these types in Table 1 .
This manuscript is for review purposes only. (1 − x) µ (1 + x) ν 1 [17, 34] Now, let us look more closely to these types of the basis functions. Let f (x) be a sufficiently smooth function on [a, b] and g(x) be a given function. The first, second, third, fourth types of these basis functions can be suitable to approximate
x − a sin (x)), respectively. Due to the above mentioned issues, these basis polynomials/functions can be investigated from three points of view:
• Polynomials or non-polynomials natures.
• Exponential accuracy for smooth or non-smooth functions.
• Satisfying the homogeneous initial or boundary conditions. It is easy to observe from Table 1 that only Type 1 have polynomials nature and other types (generally) have non-polynomials nature. Types 1 and 2 satisfy the initial (or boundary) conditions. Moreover, Type 1 produce spectral method with exponential accuracy (only) for smooth solutions while the other types have exponential accuracy for both smooth and non-smooth solutions (see also [12, 25, 29, 30, 33] for some applications of Type 3). Now, the main target of this paper is to introduce two new Lagrange basis functions which are, in fact, generalizations of the presented Lagrange basis functions of the Types 1-4.
For the reader's convenience, we highlight the main contributions of this paper:
• At first, the following two new generalizations of the Lagrange basis polynomials are introduced:
It is easy to see that the newly generated Lagrange basis functions for some values of the parameters α, β, µ, η and σ reduce to the aforementioned types of the Lagrange basis functions. In fact the Lagrange basis function (1.5) and (1.6) are obtained from formulation (1.4) for w( Applications to classical partial differential equations, are provided to show the efficiency of the newly generated Lagrange basis functions (see section 4). The outline of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some preliminaries include Erdélyi-Kober fractional integrals and derivatives, Jacobi-Müntz functions and Gauss-Jacobi-Müntz quadrature rules, are given. The main target of this paper is given in section 3. In this section, two new interpolants are introduced and their error bounds are proved. Numerical experiments are provided in section 4.
Preliminaries.
In this section, we compile some basic definitions and properties of fractional differential operators.
Definition 2.1. The left and right Erdélyi-Kober fractional integrals a I µ x,σ,η and x I µ b,σ,η of order µ ∈ R + are defined by [14] :
and
respectively. Here Γ denotes the Euler gamma function. Remark 2.2. It is interesting to point out that Definition 2.1 for µ = 1 reduces to the following integral formulas respectively:
], a > 0,
Definition 2.3. The left and right Erdélyi-Kober fractional derivatives a D µ
x,σ,η and x D µ b,σ,η of order n − 1 < µ < n are defined by [14] :
respectively. Remark 2.4. It is worthwhile to point out that for µ = 1 and µ = 2, Definition 2.3 reduces to:
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respectively.
2.1. Jacobi-Müntz functions. For the readers' convenience, in this section, we briefly review some properties of the Müntz functions. For the extra information and properties of them we refer the readers to [13] .
Definition 2.5. Let α, β > −1. The Jacobi-Müntz functions of the first and second kinds (JMFs-1 and JMFs-2) are denoted by 1 J (α,β,µ,σ,η) n (x) and 2 J (α,β,σ,η) n (x), respectively, and are defined by:
where σ > 0.
Remark 2.6. It should be noted that the JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 are in fact two new subclasses of Müntz functions because we have:
and moreover:
One of the most important properties of the JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 is the orthogonality. In the following, we state the orthogonality property of the JMFs-1 and JMFs-2.
Remark 2.7. The orthogonality of JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 are given:
is defined as:
(2.11) γ (α,β) n = 2 α+β+1 Γ(n + α + 1)Γ(n + β + 1) (2n + α + β + 1)n!Γ(n + α + β + 1) .
In the next theorem we state an important property of the JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 from the approximation theory's view point. In fact, in the next theorem the completeness of the JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 in some suitable spaces is introduced.
construct two complete sets in spaces L 2
Proof. See [13] for the proof of this theorem. In the following some important properties of the JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 is introduced.
Remark 2.9. Let 0 < µ ≤ 1. Then we have:
Proof. The proof of this theorem is presented in [13] . Remark 2.10. By noting Definition 2.5, we can rewrite Remark 2.9 for 0 < µ ≤ 1 as follows:
Remark 2.11. It should be noted that Remark 2.10 remains true for the case µ > 1. The last remark is given as follows.
Remark 2.12. Two special cases of Remark 2.10 is as follows:
Proof. The proof is presented in [13] . for j = 0, 1, 2 . . . , n be the Gauss-Jacobi nodes and weights with parameter (α, β) on [−1, 1], respectively. Then we have the following quadrature rule:
stands for the quadrature error. Then the above quadrature formula is exact (i.e.,
Also, the Gauss-Jacobi-Müntz quadrature rules of the first and second types (which are denoted respectively by GJMQR-1 and GJMQR-2) are as follows:
and 
Proof. See [13] for the proof of this theorem.
Main results.
This section devotes to the main results of this paper. To do so, we introduce two new non-classical Lagrange basis functions corresponding to the newly introduced basis functions JMFs-1 and JMFs-2 as follows:
Definition 3.1. Let {x r } N r=0 be an arbitrary set of nodes on [0, b], then the Lagrange-Müntz basis functions of the first-and second-kind which denoted by LMFs-1 and LMFs-2 are defined as:
2) preserve the polynomial nature only for σ = 1. This means that for σ = 1 the functions (3.2) not only doesn't behave like polynomials but also they are provide a class of non-smooth functions. With respect to the aforementioned (LMFs-1) and (LMFs-2), we will define two new non-classical Lagrange interpolants. To do so, we need to introduce the following notations. Let ω(x) be a certain weight function, then:
together with the following inner product and norm
Let m be a nonnegative integer number. We also define the (standard) weighted Sobolev space:
equipped with the following inner product, semi-norm and norm
respectively. We also note that, for simplicity, when ω = 1, the subscript ω in the previous notations is dropped. We also point out that C(Λ) stands for the space of all continuous functions on the domain Λ. Moreover, we need to introduce the discrete inner products and norms with respect to the new infinite Hilbert spaces L 2
as follows:
where, for simplicity of notations, in the rest of this paper, we will use w σ GJMQR-2) which are defined in (2.21) and (2.22), respectively. By the exactness of the quadrature rules (2.17), (2.19) and (2.20) , we easily conclude that:
Now, we define the following mapped-Jacobi interpolants.
, r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes defined in (2.18). The mapped-Jacobi interpolants (MJIs) denoted by I w σ ,N :
N is defined as:
It is easy to verify that for v ∈ P (σ) N , we have:
Thanks to the above definition we immediately arrive at the following nodal expansion:
. To prove some useful theorems concerning about the stability and error bounds of the introduced interpolants, we need to define the following space:
In the following, the L 2 -orthogonal projection with respect to mapped-Jacobi functions is introduced.
By definition Definition 3.5, we immediately conclude that:
Before going to state the following important theorem, we need to introduce the following notations. For the readers' convenience, we first introduce the non-uniformly mapped-Jacobi spaces for m ∈ N 0 as follows:
endowed with the following norm and semi-norm:
We also have the following fundamental results for the error bounds of the mapped-Jacobi polynomials. In the rest of this paper, we use c to be a generic constant.
Then we have:
• For fixed m, we find that:
• For 0 < m ≤ N , we also have:
Proof. See Theorem 7.21 of [24] for the proof of this theorem. Now, in the following, the stability of the MJIs based on the Jacobi-Gauss points is introduced.
α,β,σ (Λ), we have:
Proof. See Lemma 3.8 of [24] . In the following, we estimate the error bounds of the MJIs.
Theorem 3.8. Let α, β > −1 and u ∈ B m α,β,σ (Λ) and m ∈ N, thus we have:
and for 0 ≤ l ≤ m ≤ N , we also have:
Proof. The proofs can be easily concluded from Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7. In this situation, we are going to introduce two new non-classical Müntz interpolants.
, r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes defined in (2.18). Non-classical Jacobi-Müntz interpolants of the first-and second-kind ( NJMIs-1 and NJMIs-2) denoted by I
The following remark is important from the theoretical viewpoint. Remark 3.10. With the aid of Definition 3.4 and Definition 3.9, we immediately arrive at:
and also
Remark 3.11. It is worthy to point out that the same definitions for the nonclassical Jacobi-Müntz interpolants based upon the Gauss-Radau points can be developed easily. In the next theorem, stability of the new interpolants is stated.
we have:
Proof. Thanks to (3.22) together with Theorem 3.7, we find that: β+1,σ) . This completes the proof. The same way can be used to obtain the second relation.
Remark 3.13. The last term of the above theorem can be presented as follows:
. Now, using the fact that (for σ > 0):
On the other hand, using the same fashion which stated in Lemma 3.8 of [24] , one can easily conclude that:
This yields:
In order to provide the error bounds of the approximations by these newly introduced interpolants, we need some additional notations. First, the finite dimensional Jacobi-Müntz spaces are defined by:
where P N stands for the set of polynomials of degree ≤ N .
In this positions, we are ready to introduce two important concepts in the spectral methods which are renowned as the L 2 
respectively. By definition, we immediately arrive at:
Remark 3.15. It is worthy to point out that the previous orthogonal projections can be rewritten in terms of the mapped-Jacobi orthogonal projection as follows:
One of the most important questions, from the numerical analysis point of view, which has to be taken into account in this position is that: How fast the coefficientŝ u • For fixed m, we find that:
, then: • For fixed m, we find that:
Proof. The proofs can be easily concluded from Remark 3.15 and Theorem 3.6.
, we also have:
Proof. The use of Remark 3.10 together with Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 3.16 conclude the proofs. The first and most important step to establish the pseudo spectral methods for fractional ordinary and partial differential equations is to derive the fractional differentiation matrices. So, our target in the next subsection is to provide these matrices. for r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes defined in (2.18) . Then for I
, we have the following nodal expansions: with r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes and weights defined in (2.18) . Then the left-sided EK fractional differentiation matrix of order µ is denoted by L D µ and L D µ = ( l d s,i ), s, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , where the elements are given as follows: Proof. We only derive the left-sided differentiation matrix, the same fashion can be applied for the right-sided differentiation matrix. Let I
Then we can expand I w σ 1 ,N v in terms of the LMFs-1 based on the nodes x (α,β,σ) r , r = 0, 1, · · · , N which is defined in (2.18) in the following form: (3.42)
In order to compute the left-sided EK fractional derivatives of the above equation σ − 1 , j = 0, 1, · · · , N in the following manner:
Multiplying both sides of the above relation by:
and then integrating on [0, b] together with the use of the orthogonality and the quadrature rules (2.17), we arrive at:
Now, the use of the quadrature formula (2.17) for the left side of the above relation together with the fact that h σ i x (α,β,σ) i = 1 yield:
where w 
Now, by taking the left-sided EK fractional derivative of both sides of the above equation using Remark 2.10 and then collocating at x (α,β,σ) s , s = 0, 1, · · · , N , we arrive at:
where for i, s = 0, 1, · · · , N , we have:
where a i j are defined in (3.45). Theorem 3. 19 . Let x (α,β,σ) r and w (α,β,σ) r with r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes and weights defined in (2.18) . Then the right-sided EK fractional differentiation matrix of order µ is denoted by R D µ and R D µ = ( r d s,i ), s, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , where the elements are given as follows:
where * γ (α,β)
Proof. The proof is fairly similar to the proof of the previous theorem.
In the following, we state another approach to compute the entries of the left-and right-sided EK fractional differentiation matrices.
Theorem 3.20. Let x (α,β,σ) r with r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes defined in (2.18). Then the stable left-sided EK fractional differentiation matrix of order µ is denoted by L S D µ and L S D µ = ( l s d k,i ), k, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , where we have:
and the entries of matrices L U and L V are denoted by ( l u k,i ) and ( l v k,i ) for k, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , respectively and also given as follows:
Proof. Due to the fact that 1 J (α,β,µ,σ,η) i (x) , i = 0, 1, · · · , N and its left-sided EK fractional derivative of order µ of them belong to the space 1 F (α,β,µ,σ,η) N (Λ), we can immediately write:
Taking the left-sided EK fractional derivatives of order µ from both sides (3.53), and then collocating both sides of (3.53) and (3.54 ) at x = x (α,β,σ) k , we get: with r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes defined in (2.18) . Then the stable right-sided EK fractional differentiation matrix of order µ is denoted by R S D µ and R S D µ = ( r s d k,i ), k, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , where we have:
and the entries of matrices R U and R V are denoted by ( r u k,i ) and ( r v k,i ) for k, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , respectively and also given as follows:
Proof. The proof is fairly similar to the proof of Theorem 3.20. Remark 3.22. As we have seen in Theorem 3.20 and Theorem 3.21, in order to provide the left-and right-sided EK fractional differentiation matrices, we need to have the inversion of the dense matrices L V and R V. Due to the fact that the direct inversion of a dense matrix is very expensive, so the closed form of the inversion of these matrices is very important from the numerical analysis point of view. In the next theorem we provide these matrices explicitly. with r = 0, 1, · · · , N be the nodes and weights defined in (2.18 ). If we denote the entries of matrices L V −1 and R V −1 by ( l v −1 k,i ) and ( r v −1 k,i ) for k, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , respectively then we have:
Proof. The proof is easily obtained from the orthogonality properties of JMFs-1 and JMFs-2.
Numerical experiments.
This section is concerned to testify the theoretical results numerically. To do so, we divide this section into two parts. In the first part, applications of the newly interpolants to approximate the EK fractional derivatives are given. In the second part, applications of these interpolants to solve some ordinary and fractional partial differential equations are provided. In the rest of this paper, we denote the maximum error as:
where u and u N are an unknown function and its approximation, respectively. . Using Remark 2.10 we arrive at:
To have a good comparison, we approximate the left-sided EK fractional derivative of order 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 of the given function f (x) using two aforementioned approaches for the EK fractional differentiation matrices stated in Theorem 3.18 and Theorem 3.20 separately. The behavior of E ∞ (N ) for b = 10, k = 10, α = −0.5, β = 2, µ = σ = 0.5, η = 0 versus various values of N such as N = 45, 95, 145, 175 are depicted in Figure 1 . As it is observed in this figure, the first approach for EK fractional differentiation matrix (see Theorem 3.18) is worked only for N < 97 while the second approach for EK fractional differentiation matrix (see Theorem 3.20) is still worked up to N < 167. The same results hold true when we compute the condition numbers of EK fractional differentiation matrices for the two approaches. It is also seen from Figure 1 that when N goes to infinity then the errors of the first approach increase very fast while for the second one remained bounded.
Another important question remains to be answered is that what is the rate of growth of the condition numbers of the EK fractional differentiation matrices stated in Theorem 3.18 and Theorem 3.20 as N −→ ∞?
The answer to the question is provided numerically in for some values of N and µ with b = 10, k = 10, α = −0.5, β = 2, σ = 0.5, η = 0. The results indicated that the growth of the condition numbers of the EK fractional differentiation matrices behave like O N 2µ as N −→ ∞. Our results are coincide with the results for the classical (ordinary) differentiation matrices (see [4, 11, 28] ). Figure 2 . Moreover, in Figure 3 , the behavior of the condition numbers of the rightsided EK fractional differentiation matrices stated in Theorem 3.19 and Theorem 3.21 for b = 10, k = 5, α = 0.5, β = −0.5, σ = η = 0.5 with N = 45 and N = 95 are shown. As we are expected the condition numbers of the right-sided EK fractional differentiation matrices growth like as O(N 2µ ) when N −→ ∞. As one can see, the second approach presented in Theorem 3.20 and Theorem 3.21 is more stable and efficient. These two examples showed that this claim can be verified numerically (see Example 4.1 and Example 4.2). In the next section, we focus to present some applications of the LMFs-1 and LMFs-2 for some various problems.
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for some values of N and µ with b = 10, k = 10, α = −0.5, β = 2, σ = 0.5, η = 0. This section is devoted to some applications of the newly generated LMFs-1 and LMFs-2. To do so, we part this section into two subsections: In the first subsection, the LMFs-1 and LMFs-2 are applied to solve some ordinary and fractional differential equations. In the second subsection, these bases functions carried out for fractional partial differential equations. 4.2.1. Ordinary and fractional differential equations. In this section, we will use pseudo-spectral methods based on the newly generated basis functions to solve some linear and nonlinear fractional differential equations. To reach this aim, we divide this section into the following two parts.
Linear ordinary and fractional differential equations. In this part, consider the following multi-term fractional differential equations. Let 0 < µ 1 < µ 2 < · · · < µ l , then consider:
x,σ,η y(x) +c 0 (x)y(x) = f (x), y (r) (0) = 0, r = 0, 1, · · · , µ l −1,
where c k (x) are some real valued functions. We approximate the solution y(x) as follows: The first approach The second approach N 2µ where σ(β − η − µ) > µ l − 1. This condition guarantees that the approximate solution y N (x) also satisfies the initial conditions. Now, plugging y N (x) into (4.4) and then collocating both sides of the above equation at x (α,β,σ) r for r = 0, 1, · · · , N defined in (2.18), we get the following system of equations: This manuscript is for review purposes only.
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The matrix form of the above system of equations is as follows:
where L S D µ k is the left-sided EK fractional differentiation matrix of order µ k which is defined Theorem 3.20, I is the identity matrix and also we have:
Based on the above notations, the approximate solution Y is obtained as follows:
Nonlinear ordinary and fractional differential equations. In the second part, we first let 0 < µ 1 < µ 2 < · · · < µ l . Then consider: (4.10)
Substituting (4.5) into (4.10) and then collocating at x (α,β,σ) r , we get:
The approximate solution Y is obtained by solving the above nonlinear system of equations by the well known Newton methods. Now, we are going to present some linear and nonlinear ordinary and fractional differential equations.
Example 4.3. For the first example, we consider one of the simplest fractional differential equations as follows:
It should be noted that by Remark 2.4, for µ = 1, the previous equation reduces to the well known first order Cauchy-Euler differential equation:
It is easy to verify that the exact solution of this problem for µ = 1 and
The behavior of the approximate solutions versus the exact one for α = −0.5, β = 1, λ = 1, σ = 0.5 with some values of µ and η with N = 50 on [0, 10] is depicted in Figure 4 . Moreover, the maximum error (E ∞ (N )) together with the condition number of the coefficient matrix for α = −0.5, β = 1, λ = 1, σ = 0.5, µ = −η = 1 with various values of N on [0, 10] are plotted in Figure 5 . It is observed from this figure that when µ = −η = 1 the maximum error decays exponentially and also the condition number of the coefficient matrix grows like as O(N 2µ ) as it is verified numerically in previous section. Example 4.4. For the second example, we consider the following differential equation:
It is worthy to note that by Remark 2.4, for µ = 2, the previous relation reduces to the second order Cauchy-Euler differential equation: and σ = 1 for the fixed function f (x) = x 2 sin(x) on [0, 10] is plotted in the first and second rows of Figure 6 , respectively. In the next example a nonlinear problem is considered.
Example 4.5. As the third example, we consider the following nonlinear problem:
It is easy to see that by Remark 2.4, for µ = 1, the previous equation reduces to the well known Riccati differential equation:
The exact solution of the previous equation is as follows [8] : 
Ordinary and fractional partial differential equations.
This manuscript is for review purposes only. Example 4.6. Consider the following fractional partial differential equation:
where u(x, t) is an unknown function and the functions d(x, t) and s(x, t) are arbitrary given functions.
Here, we start to approximate the unknown function u(x, t) in problem (4.22)-(4.23) as follows:
where the parameters β, µ, η are chosen such thatũ N (0, t) = ∂ ∂xũ N (0, t) = 0. Pluggingũ n (x, t) into (4.22)-(4.23) and collocating both sides at
which is defined in (2.18), we immediately get:
The previous system of ordinary differential equations can be solved numerically by the ode45 of the Matlab software with RelTol = 10 −14 , AbsTol = 10 −14 . As a simple example, we take u(x, t) = x σν sin(t 2 ) and d(x, t) = − 1 1 + x + t . This problem is solved numerically with α = 0.5, β = 3, σ = 0.5, ν = 5, η = −µ = 1.75 and N = 10 for (x, t) ∈ [0, 5] × [0, 5]. The behavior of the approximate solution and absolute error are plotted in Figure 8 .
The last example is presented to show that the newly generated Lagrange basis functions can be carried out for the problems with integer order derivatives. To do so, we need to provide the first and second order differentiation matrices. In the next theorem, we present an efficient approach to obtain these matrices. Proof. The proof is immediately obtained by the use of formula (2.12) and the method presented in Theorem 3.20. is as follows:
(4.29) D 1 = U V −1 , and the entries of matrices U and V are denoted by (u k,i ) and (v k,i ) for k, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , respectively and also given as follows: Proof. The proof is immediately obtained by the use of formula (2.13) and the method presented in Theorem 3.20.
Remark 4.9. It is worthwhile to point out that the differentiation matrices of order n of the mentioned basis functions are obtained by D 1 × D 1 × · · · × D 1 n times . This manuscript is for review purposes only. Now, we consider a well-known nonlinear partial differential equation which is socalled as Burgers' equation [24] .
Example 4.10. Consider the following nonlinear partial differential equation [24] : Suppose that the exact solution of this problem is as:
u(x, t) = 1 − √ x 3/2 x 3/2 cos √ x cos(t 2 ).
It is easy to see that u(x, t) has singularity at x = 0 and x = 1. This problem is solved by the fsolve of the Matlab software, numerically. This problem is solved both for σ = 0.5 and σ = 1. For both cases we take α = 0.5, β = η = 1, T = 10 and N = 20. The behavior of the approximate solutions and the absolute errors for the case σ = 0.5 and σ = 1 are plotted in Figure 9 and Figure easily observed from Figure 9 and Figure 10 that when the solutions have singularity on its domain, it is not a good idea to use a smooth basis function (when σ = 1) to approximate them numerically. 5. Concluding remarks. This paper presents two new non-classical Lagrange basis functions which are, in fact, generalizations of all the previous Lagrange basis functions. Theoretical results with respect to these basis functions are developed in detail. Some numerical experiments are provided to verify the theoretical results. Some future works are listed below:
• The use of these non-classical Lagrange basis functions to develop the numerical methods for 2D and 3D partial differential equations. • Applications of the newly introduced basis functions to solve various problems such as: ordinary and fractional calculus of variations, optimal control problems and integral equations. 
